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Labor and Employment 

Mónica Díaz is a senior associate of the Labor and Employment Law Department of Garrigues, where she has
pursued her professional career since 2012. She is a lawyer specializing in labor and social security law. She
handles the legal management of court proceedings in the labor and judicial review jurisdiction, and provides
advice on employment contracts, individual and collective dismissals, material modifications of working
conditions, social security benefits and occupational risk prevention. She has a Degree in Law (specialty
Business Legal Advisor) from Universidad Pontificia Comillas. She is a member of the Vigo Bar Association and
regularly collaborates in the preparation of different labor law-related forums

Experience

Mónica Díaz is senior associate in the Labor and Employment Department.

She has extensive expertise in legal advice and forensic practice, principally in individual and collective
dismissals, suspension and collective extinction procedures, also regarding with Companies in an insolvency
situation, material modifications of conditions in employment contracts, sanctions, legal advice about social
security system, risks prevention, foreign authorizations, infractions in the Social Jurisdiction, also assisting at
Administrative legal procedures.

Accomplishment of professional practices in the Consejo General de la Abogacía Española.

Collaboration in profesional Law Office, providing Union legal advising. Practice Law and person in charge of
Labor department for several professional Offices since 2003.

Collaborator in the preparation of different forums, chats and conferences related to Labor law.

Mónica Díaz is a member of the Vigo Bar Association since 2003. 

Academic background

Degree in Law, speciality Bussines Legal advisor, Universidad Pontificia de Comillas (ICADE E-1). 



Memberships

Member of the Vigo Bar Association 

Publications

Regulary publishes articles on the Labor Department Blog 


